A Look Back
This uniform was worn during the Veracruz excursion of 1914 and is the beginnings of the Navy khaki uniform.
UNREP
Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition

Preloaded MER being loaded on an A6

Phoenix Missile and Walleye Weapons
Bill Taylor and his MJ-2 Bomb Truck—China Lake

USS America
G4 Division—1983

CWO Rucker

Cuban Missile Crisis — October 1962
REAL ORDNANCEMEN
ASK...-

What the hell is it?

P-5 Marlin

Gunner Printy re-enlisting his son Tim

VP-5 Ordnance Team
Liberty Call—Liberty Call
CDR Gramolini going on liberty

Ordnance Control

CDR Gramolini then AO3
A Look Forward